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Teaching Philosophy
The purpose of education is to see, hear, and learn new perspectives. We will always learn the
most from each other and it is an educator’s role to foster these environments. These settings
require the entire class or studios participation. As someone that struggles with being the first to
speak up or often being the quietest in the room, I do not believe active participation has to
mean speaking up all the time. Every student learns differently and participates differently. An
educator’s roles is to recognize the differences and create space where seeing, listening, and
speaking ideas are all ways of participating and learning. Learning by asking questions, building
upon skills, understanding connections to the field, and most importantly being passionate for
what you do are my beliefs.
Asking Questions
Settings where tough questions can be asked, and we ask tough questions back to our students
fosters good communication and is a way to engage students one-on-one when that may not be
the one speaking up in a group setting. We also must help students create their own voice and
opinions. In a visual and experiential field, like architecture, it is just as important to have
conversations about the work as it is to create space. Small group critiques and conversations
may allow for more students to speak up and encourage listening to others.
Building upon Interests and Skills
In school, architecture students learn best through making objects, 3-dimensional and drawings,
and then talking about them. In foundation courses it is important to broaden their skills and
tools to which they design and talk through idea. Once in a more advanced studio, it is critical to
help students decide what tools and skills they communicate with best and how to use those
tools in school but also continue in their future practice. Learning through example of others and
practicing techniques on their own, are good ways to work through building interests and skills.
Connections to the Field
The world of architecture is clearly separated between what we do in school and what is
performed in the workplace. Students are taught how to design, how to think critically and what
to value when looking at a space. I believe the majority of offices today lose that aspect and
become a service provider to clients as opposed to designers. Architects lose the iteration and
the design process because of budgets and other restrictions. I am passionate about connecting
back to what is learned in school to what the field may look like. Giving students agency and
belief that what they learn in school and how they work can be translated into the field.
Passion
Passion for what you do is vital to being successful and it will always show. Some of the best
professors I’ve had, weren’t afraid to show their passion and excitement. The professor’s
passion will then translate to the student’s passion for what they are working on. The best results
in a class or studio come from this passion and dedication to the work. I am passionate about
students and my own work, so I will make this known and felt by every student.
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Inclusivity Statement
As a member of the LGBTQ+ community, I know what it feels like to be othered in spaces or not
included. I also recognize just because I have experienced my own story of exclusion, I cannot
speak for others experiences and no single person can completely understand how others walk
in the world. But, because of my own experience and what I see others experience, I am
dedicating my current research to exactly how architects are excluding marginalized
communities from their designs and what can be done to reverse this. I am broadly looking at
race, gender, sexuality, ableness, and socioeconomic status as a factor in creating exclusionary
spaces and policies within architecture.
My first instinct in the classroom to combat exclusion and promote diversity, is the leave all
assumptions at the door. All students will be treated as equal and have a clean start if they wish.
I will learn best from each student on their specific needs by listening and being attentive to
each student. Just as it is important to have empathy and compassion for each student and their
needs, it is equally as important to push them. When raising my standards for each student, they
will work even harder to meet them and most of the time exceed mine and their expectations. It
is also important to remind them it is okay to be stressed and reach out when they are
struggling. It is my responsibility to respect each student and their efforts. I can set up extra time
to meet with them and create a plan to overcome what they are going though, but also provide
additional resources if necessary. I can remind them their abilities are only improved through
hard work and time.
In order to combat the lack of diverse spaces that are designed and the lack of diversity of
architects, it is my responsibility and my colleagues responsibility to promote students work and
work of others in the field with diverse backgrounds. I have as much to learn from the students
as they do from me. I will set up a system of recommendations from my students of who they
want to learn about and what I should be incorporating in my courses. A new designer or topic
can always be introduced into my work and teachings no matter how long I have been in the
field. There is always new information to learn and promoting my students work and knowledge
is one way of accomplishing this.
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Collages By Author
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ARCH-2001

Architecture Studio Core 2: XS | S | M | L | XL
Objects and Drawings
Times - M/TH 1:00pm – 6:00pm
Instructor - Ramsey, Blair
Credits - 6
Capacity - 12
Location - Bayard Ewing Building
231 South Main St
Providence RI 02903
Course Level – Undergraduate
-

Architecture Major Requirement

Expected Material Cost - $200

Course Description
Scale is one of the most important aspects of understanding and making architecture. What
better way to understand a multitude of scales than making objects and drawings at a range of
scales? Beyond drawing an accurate representation of spaces at a scale, an architect must
understand the importance of elements at a variety of scales and move gracefully from scales.
This studio explores scales ranging from XS-XL with 5 corresponding prompts all dealing with
an object and a drawing. Simultaneously learning skills and techniques for building and
representing. Projects are as follows; XS- detail, S- room, M-aggregation of rooms and program,
L-building envelope and structure, XL-site. Each project will also have a corresponding
demonstration in representation and modeling. Demonstrations will be given by faculty who run
the shops, professors from various disciplines and artists in the city.
Course Goals
-

To gain a basic understanding of tools and techniques in drawing and making in regards
to architecture
To understand how and when to deploy those skills
To integrate an understanding of a building from detail to site

Learning Outcomes
-

5 exploratory drawings examining scale
5 models functioning from scale
Expanded knowledge in representational techniques at various scales
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ARCH-7001

Architecture ADV. Studio: Who do you design for?
Times - M/TH 1:00pm – 6:00pm
Instructor - Ramsey, Blair
Credits - 6
Capacity - 12
Location - Bayard Ewing Building
231 South Main St
Providence RI 02903
Course Level - Undergraduate and Graduate Advanced Studio
-

Architecture Majors only

Expected Material Cost - $200

Course Description
How often in architecture do we hear the words client, user, occupancy? And yet, we barely
meet the basic requirements that are needed to satisfy needs. Who and how will someone use
the space you are designing? What is missing from the field and how can we serve a larger
population and set examples to our colleagues? Each student will propose a problem, a group
or community that is forgotten or not typically designed for, and attempt to solve and design a
solution. The first three weeks is research driven; one-week charrettes dedicated to a
underserved population. Therefore, each student will bring to front three problems/communities.
As a studio we will then have 36 options for student to choose from and attempt to solve. The
remainder of the semester will be spent exploring these communities and solutions. The studio
will result in various building types and/or ways in which architects can better serve whole
communities. Students are responsible for engaging with community member and inviting a
guest to the review.
Course Goals
-

To initiate new and expansive research methods and ways to represent that research
To examine ownership of ideas and setting own outcomes
To originate a proposal to change the future of the profession

Learning Outcomes
-

Wider awareness of underserved needs in architecture
Solutions for marginalized community spaces
A passion and larger understanding for underserved populations and what you as an
individual have the power to change
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ARCH-4028

Architecture Elective: Collage in Architecture
(Analog – Digital, Process – Representation)
Times - T 9:00am-11:00am
Instructor - Ramsey, Blair
Credits - 3
Capacity - 12
Location - Bayard Ewing Building
231 South Main St
Providence RI 02903
Course Level - Undergraduate and Graduate Elective
Open to non-majors
Expected Material Cost - $50

Course Description
Collage can be a way of representing, but also a way of thinking through an idea. We will look at
collage through both angles and produce work in both respects. How productive is collage in its
traditional sense of representing a space or architecture? When is it appropriate? Explorations
of designing through making a collage will be equally important in this course. Can a space be
designed start to finish by looking at iterations through collage? Methods of collage are up to the
individual, traditional hand cutting and pasting or image collecting online and photoshop are
both acceptable. A mixture of the two is encouraged. The first 4 weeks will be a description,
exploration, and view of all types of collage. Then, two - 4 week projects will look at design
work/process through collage and following a final representation in collage. Field trips to the
RISD museum to view works on reserve will be conducted over the course of the semester.
Studio visits to artists in the city that students are interested in can also we set up.
Course Goals
-

To achieve a new understanding of collage and what it allows
To use collage as a chance to free restrictions and play with design
To respect and critique others work in relation to collage

Learning Outcomes
-

Two methods of collage and when/how to deploy those methods
A process-based collage outcome and a final representation in collage
A way to use collage in your own practice
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Models By Author
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Syllabus
ARCH-2001

Architecture Studio Core 2: XS | S | M | L | XL
Objects and Drawings
Times - M/TH 1:00pm – 6:00pm
Instructor - Ramsey, Blair
Credits - 6
Capacity - 12
Location - Bayard Ewing Building
231 South Main St
Providence RI 02903
Course Level – Undergraduate
-

Architecture Major Requirement

Expected Material Cost - $200

Course Description
Scale is one of the most important aspects of understanding and making architecture. What
better way to understand a multitude of scales than making objects and drawings at a range of
scales? Beyond drawing an accurate representation of spaces at a scale, an architect must
understand the importance of elements at a variety of scales and move gracefully from scales.
This studio explores scales ranging from XS-XL with 5 corresponding prompts all dealing with
an object and a drawing. Simultaneously learning skills and techniques for building and
representing. Projects are as follows; XS- detail, S- room, M-aggregation of rooms and program,
L-building envelope and structure, XL-site. Each project will also have a corresponding
demonstration in representation and modeling. Demonstrations will be given by faculty who run
the shops, professors from various disciplines and artists in the city.
Course Goals
-

To gain a basic understanding of tools and techniques in drawing and making in regards
to architecture
To understand how and when to deploy those skills
To integrate an understanding of a building from detail to site

Learning Outcomes
-

5 exploratory drawings examining scale
5 models functioning from scale
Expanded knowledge in representational techniques at various scales
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Learning Outcomes

Percentage of Final Course Grade

-

Detail Drawing and Object
Room Drawing and Object
Program Drawing and Object
Envelope/Structure Drawing and Object
Site Drawing and Object

60%

-

Final Curation of all

30%

-

Presentation skillsets and critical exchanges

0%

-

An overall expanded knowledge of scale in architecture

10%

Critique Statement
Critique is an integral part of architecture school and a skill that can always be built upon. This
course will examine many critiques styles and aim to build those skill in various environments.
The vast types of critiques will also allow for numerous participation opportunities and gaining
the most from your peers and critics. Participation takes many forms depending on a student’s
comfort level and experience. It is encouraged to speak up and share your ideas when
comfortable. The many forms of critique, ranging from desk critiques to formal reviews, should
allow everyone to practice their skills and make improvements over the course of the class.
Respect and active listening are not only encouraged but mandatory. Each student deserves
space to share their ideas and all students must respect and welcome new perspectives.
Students coming prepared with questions during each review, especially desk critiques will be
vital. Proposed questions are laid out in the schedule to provoke thoughts and ideas throughout
the semester.
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Critique Schedule and Breakdown

Critique Style
One on One Desk Critique

What to Expect
Professors walks around to
students desk during class
time. Looking for overall
progress. Students should
have questions prepared.

Paired or Group Desk
Critique

Professor pairs or groups
students for causal desk
critique. Students should
have questions prepared for
professor and for classmates.
Students are expected to
participate in each other
feedback.
Everyone pins up their work
and is expected to walk
around and see others work
but also stand near their own
work to receive feedback
from peers and other
professors.
Students have work review
individually. Entire studio is
present for review and
welcome to make comments
and ask questions.
Students work is presented
two at a time. Work is then
critiqued in comparison to
each other. This allows
longer conversation and to
see work from another
professor and section.
Work is reviewed and
critiqued one at a time.
Guests from the school and
in the discipline are invited to
give feedback.

Gallery Style Review

Studio Wide Review

Paired Studio Review

Final Review with Guest
Critics

Dates of Occurrence
Week 2 – Monday
Week 4- Monday
Week 6 - Monday
Week 8 - Monday
Week 9 – Thursday
Week 10 – Monday
Week 12 - Monday
Week 1 – Thursday
Week 3 – Thursday
Week 5 – Thursday
Week 7 – Thursday
Week 11 - Thursday

Week 4 - Thursday

Week 2 – Thursday
Week 6 - Thursday

Week 8 – Thursday
Week 10 - Thursday

Week 12 - Thursday
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Weekly Plan
Week 1
Monday
Conversations:
-

Introduction to syllabus and first project
In class time to draw initial ideas (1-2 hours)
Brief review of work and students introduce themselves
Resources:

-

Presentation on details
Reading : Georege Barnett Johnson, Drafting Culture (Introduction)
Assignments:

-

Assign work to be done for Thursday (Full scale detail sketches)

Thursday
Conversations:
-

Small group desk critiques of full scale sketches of details
Resources:

-

Demonstration on technical detail drawing
Assignments:

-

Assign initial sketch model of detail and continued work of drawing

Week 2
Monday
Conversations:
-

One on one desk critiques to review sketch models and detail drawing
Resources:

-

Demonstration on casting

Thursday
Conversations:
-

Studio wide review of detail model and drawing
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Week 3
Monday
Conversations:
-

Introduction to room design
In class time to draw initial ideas
Resources:

-

Presentation on how details make up the construction of a room
Assignments:

-

Assign work to be done for Thursday (3 iteration of how your detail could become a
room)

Thursday
Conversations:
-

Small group desk critiques of room iterations
Resources:

-

Demonstration on multi-media drawing (watercolor, charcoal, acetone transfer)
Assignments:

-

Assign models of room and continued work of drawing

Week 4
Monday
Conversations:
-

One on one desk critiques to review sketch models and drawings
Resources:

-

Woodshop introduction

Thursday
Conversations:
-

Gallery Style review of room model and drawing
Students should ask themselves what main ideas are emerging from their project? Focus
the review around these main ideas and what you want feedback on.
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Emerging Ideas (Week 1-4)
-

A basic understanding of architectural details and construction of a room
A way to represent those elements in drawings and model form
An introduction to working in a shop and what tools may be available
A way of working in studio and time management
Connection to peers work and asking questions to instructor and faculty

Week 5
Monday
Conversations:
-

Introduction to program
In class time to draw initial ideas and ask questions
Resources:

-

Presentation on gallery programing
Reading : Eliasson, Olafur_MODELS ARE REAL
Assignments:

-

Assign work to be done for Thursday (model iterations first, iterations on aggregation)

Thursday
Conversations:
-

Small group desk critiques of models
Students should have questions prepared to ask of each other. Both about process and
concepts
Resources:

-

Demonstration on various collage techniques (analog and digital)
Deborah Roberts (collaged figures) Charles Davis - June Jordan Article and Marshall
Brown - https://marshallbrownprojects.com/filter/collage/ABOUT
(great resources for architecture collages that are also inclusive)
Assignments:

-

Assign collages of room aggregation
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Week 6
Monday
Conversations:
-

One on one desk critiques to review models and collages
How are your models and collages working together?

Thursday
Conversations:
-

Studio wide review of program model and drawing
What feedback do you expect to get from this review? Do you get the responses you
were hoping for? Why or why not?

Week 7
Monday
Conversations:
-

Introduction to structure and envelope
In class time to draw initial ideas and ask questions
Resources:

-

Presentation on systems and tectonics

Building Structures Illustrated Patterns, Systems, and Design by Francis D. K. Ching
Assignments:

-

Assign work to be done for Thursday (students choose model or drawing first)

Thursday
Conversations:
-

Paired desk critiques based on chosen model or drawing techniques
Resources:

-

Introduction to laser cutting
Examples of past students’ work presented
Assignments:

-

Work on either model or drawing based on what you didn’t do for last class
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Week 8
Monday
Conversations:
-

One on one desk critiques to review models and drawings

Thursday
Conversations:
-

Paired studio review of structure and envelope model and drawing
What do you expect to learn from being paired with another student from a different
section? Are there major differences or similarities?

Week 9
Monday
Conversations:
-

Introduction to site
Students pick from three site options
Resources:

-

Presentation on ways in which buildings meet the ground
Reading : Burns, Carol_On Site Architectural Preoccupations
Assignments:

-

Locate building on site in three different ways, due Thursday

Thursday
Conversations:
-

Desk critiques and decide on site approach
Resources:

-

Demonstration on stacking site model approach
Assignments:

-

Base site model done for Monday
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Week 10
Monday
Conversations:
-

Workday, ask questions

Thursday
Conversations:
-

Paired studio review of site model and drawing
From what you learned from the first paired review what is your approach this time?

Developing Ideas (Week 5-10)
-

An in-depth understanding of programs/aggregation of rooms, how envelope and
structure work into a building and finally how the building sits on the site

-

Various methods and ways to represent these outcomes presented and an opinion on
when and what methods could be used

-

All techniques introduced and students select what works best for their project and a
way to experiment

-

A way to critique and engage in peers work

Week 11
Monday
Conversations:
-

Discuss in small group what work may need to be edited
Return to main concepts from Week 4 of the semester. Are you still aiming to achieve the
same goals? Is this represented in your work? If your goals and concepts have changed
how is your work portraying the new idea?
Resources:

-

Presentation on final architectural project curations
Examples of schedules that work to accomplish all work on time
Assignments:

-

Personal work schedule due Thursday

Thursday
Conversations:
-

Review schedules as a group
Workday and questions
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Week 12
Monday
Conversations:
-

Workday and final questions

Thursday
Conversations:
-

Final review with guest critics
Projects and presentations should clearly convey the main ideas students are attempted
to achieve and also represented a growth and knowledge gain over course of semester.

Advanced Ideas (Week 11-12)
-

A construction of one’s own ideas and new techniques displayed
An ability to plan and execute time management
An ability to assess owns work and make edits when necessary to convey ideas best
A capability to describe and display work to allow productive feedback
An overall understanding of scales from detail to site

Overall Resources for the course:
https://oma.eu/publications/smlxl

Eliasson, Olafur_MODELS ARE REAL
Davis, Felecia_Uncovering Recovering
Burns, Carol_On Site Architectural Preoccupations
Georege Barnett Johnson, Drafting Culture (Introduction)
Almost Exactly – Amy Kulper
Building Structures Illustrated Patterns, Systems, and Design by Francis D. K. Ching

Inclusive Architecture Practices Resources:

Interboro_Arsenal of Exclusion & Inclusion
https://www.womenarchitecture.com/
Charles Davis - June Jordan Article
Marshall Brown - https://marshallbrownprojects.com/filter/collage/ABOUT
Deborah Roberts - http://www.deborahrobertsart.com/collage
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Required Tools
Laptop computer meeting the departmental specifications for hardware and software
Sketchbook (size to carry with you)
Pins
White glue (Sobo)
X-acto knife (anticipate using a 100 pack of blades per semester)
Cutting rail/steel straightedge for cutting (24” minimum recommended)
Cutting mat (24” x 36” minimum recommended)
Architectural scale
Drawing triangles (30/60, 45, adjustable - 12” minimum on square side recommended)
T-square

Materials To Start (Attain from RISD Store or Blick Art Materials)
Roll of white trace paper (12” - 18” recommended)
Chipboard
Basswood square/rectangle strips
Strathmore Bristol
Pencils (a range - 2H, H, F, HB, 2B, etc. Minimum three)
Pens (thin tip black microns, minimum three - 01, 03, 05 etc.)

RISD Material Fund Resource
https://info.risd.edu/student-affairs/
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Academic Integrity
Please review the RISD Student Code of Conduct at http://policies.risd.edu/academic/academiccode-ofconduct/
Shop and Facilities Policies
In order to have access to BEB shop facilities, all students are required to complete on campus
shop-training. This will be coordinated by faculty and take place within the first two-weeks of the
semester.
Diversity
All students from various backgrounds and experiences are welcome in the course. Design and
architecture rely on collaborative working and sharing/listening to ideas. The schedule and
syllabus is organized to best allow for collaboration, sharing of ideas, and gaining the most
insight and knowledge from each other. Intolerance of each other’s ideas and diverse
backgrounds will not be accepted or permitted. Professors fully expect to learn just as much
from the students as the students learn from the professors.
Policies, Attendance, Evaluation And Grading
Students are expected to remain productive and focused on work during class time. Students
should read and understand the “Class Attendance” policy in the RISD Course Announcement
document. Timely completion of work is required. An Incomplete (I) is assigned for temporary
deferment of a final letter grade and may be granted by the instructor only under unavoidable
and legitimate extenuating circumstances. Evaluation is based upon satisfactory completion of
requirements of each project and progress in the attainment of the pedagogic objectives of the
course. Midterm evaluation in the course is noted as satisfactory or unsatisfactory (S or U).
Unsatisfactory is explained by written comments. The instructor does final grading. Student work
of the entire term is evaluated, including process, participation and output, for each project.
Students who complete all requirements outlined in each project brief and respond to input from
the faculty can expect to earn a “C” or better based on the scale below:
A = Excellence
B = Above Average (exceeded course requirements)
C = Average (fulfilled course requirements)
D = Below Average (fulfilled the minimum requirements)
F = Failing Grade

*Sampled and edited from past syllabi received during RISD education
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Center for Arts & Language
https://artsandlanguage.risd.edu/about
The Center for Arts & Language (A&L) is a college-wide resource offering academic support
and advocacy for effective and expressive communication at the many intersections of arts and
language. They provide three primary services:
1. Tutoring for all RISD students in writing, public speaking, and visual communication
2. English language support for multilingual students
3. Advising and infrastructure for student publications
Please refer to the link provided for further resources and information.

Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS)
http://caps.risd.edu/
RISD’s Office of Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) provides a range of mental
health services to help students improve emotional, interpersonal, and academic functioning.
This includes group counseling, recommendations to off-campus providers, outreach events, a
counselor on call (for after-hours mental health emergencies), and psychiatric services (upon
recommendation from CAPS counselor). If needed, please contact their team as follows:
Email: counserv@risd.edu
Phone: 401-434-6637
Location: 72 Pine Street (5th Floor)

Disability Support Services (DSS)
Disability Support Services (DSS) assists RISD students who have cognitive (learning),
psychological and physical disabilities. In order to receive accommodations, students must be
registered with the Office of Disability Support Services. If you need to register a disability,
please contact DDS as follows:
Email: disabilitysupportservices@risd.edu
Phone: 401-709-8460
Location: Carr House, 210 Benefit Street (2nd Floor)

*Sampled and edited from past syllabi received during RISD education
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Office of International Student Services (OISS)
https://www.oiss.risd.edu/
The Office of International Student Services (OISS) strives to help international students
become integrated into the
RISD community and make the most of their experiences here. This department can help you
with Social Security
Letter Requests, I-20 updates, and drivers licenses. If needed, please contact their team as
follows:
Email: oiss@risd.edu
Phone: 401-277-4957
Location: Carr House, 210 Benefit Street (Room 303, 3rd Floor)
Studio Culture Policy
Time Management is an important component of studio culture. Students are encouraged to get
enough sleep, exercise and to eat well. While studio work is demanding, assignments in studio
and other courses assume a finite and reasonable allocation of time. Students who cannot fulfill
this requirement are asked to seek guidance from their advisors, faculty, or the Department
Head. Conflicts with other classes are brought to the attention of faculty as early as possible.
Students are encouraged to manage their work without skipping meals or resorting to "allnighters".
The work environment of the studio is the responsibility of the entire school population. Work in
the studio –drawing, model making, research, etc. – can only happen in an orderly environment
where materials, equipment and refuse find their proper places. This means that students must
keep their possessions, materials and works-in-progress confined to their own desk areas and
that they clean up after projects. Whenever possible, materials are recycled through RISD's
Second Life – an art supply and material recycling resource for the RISD community. Respect
for each other’s desk areas and work tools are essential. Loud music, boisterous conversations
and cell-phone calls are distractions to other studio colleagues and are forbidden in the studio.
Group work is encouraged, but should take place in ways that are not disruptive for other
students.
Critique is central to the method of learning-through-making at RISD. Students will be expected
to be on time and be prepared for the critiques as noted in the schedule. Respect for each
student's own work and the work of others in the studio, including our hard-working custodial
staff is required. The opportunity to learn from you colleagues is an inherent part of the value of
work in the studio. With this privilege comes the responsibility to value each other's efforts,
share ideas without fear of plagiarism or censure, and to critique each other constructively and
safely.

*Sampled and edited from past syllabi received during RISD education
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ARCH-2001 Architecture Studio Core 2: XS | S | M | L | XL
Objects and Drawings

Prompt – 01

Week 1 – 2 – Due Thursday of Week 2

The first prompt for this studio looks at extra small as an architectural scale when
looking at building details. Each prompt this semester will look at each scale in
model/object form and drawing. This first prompt asks you to examine XS in drawing
first, following by a model. The exact detail and materials are up to the student. Students
can look at precedents and combine details they find or come up with one on their own.
Everything in the prompt will be at a 1 – 1 scale. Meaning your detail should be limited to
roughly 2’x2’x2’ to limit yourself with time. This could be a floor to wall condition, a roof
condition, ground condition etc.
Course Goals
-

To jump into the studio right away by drawing and making
To better understand details and how to draw them accurately
To consider the 3 dimensionality of a detail and its components
To decipher material choices in concept and with model making

Learning Outcomes
-

A detail drawing and model that reflect the exploration over the first two weeks
An understanding of how the studio will be structed for the remainder of the semester
An example of a review and practice at presenting work

Methods
-

Drawing demonstration the second day of class
Casting demonstration third day of class
Prompt 1 Review Week 2 – Thursday

Basic Competency – A detail drawing and model are completed on time and student is present for the
entire review.
Advanced Competency – A well thought out detail expressing similar attitudes in drawing and model form.
Work above expectations and student was actively participating in the review. Obvious new methods
attempted and student was critical and asking questions leading up to review.
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Mid-Term Feedback Form
ARCH-2001
*Reminder of Course Goals
-

To gain a basic understanding of tools and techniques in drawing and making in regards
to architecture
To understand how and when to deploy those skills
To integrate an understanding of a building from detail to site

1. Demonstrations are useful and applicable for learning new skills and techniques.
Not at all

Completely

1

2

3

4

5

2. Resources and readings are helpful in promoting deep thinking.
1

2

3

4

5

3. A unique and personal relationship/identity with specific representations and skills are
forming.
1

2

3

4

5

4. Critiques are varied and helpful in proving varied feedback.
1

2

3

4

5

5. A beginning of understanding in the connection of how these exercises can become a
building.
1

2

3

4

5

Which learning outcomes do you feel you are beginning to achieve and which are you
unsure of?

What more or differently could be done to help further your understanding?

Are the critiques helpful? Are there ways to make them more productive?

Do you feel the class overall is inclusive and accessible to all students?

Any other comments or concern?
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Assessment Rubric
ARCH-2001

Emerging

Developing

Advanced

Presentation
skillsets and critical
exchanges

Irregular or no
attempt at
participation and no
preparation for
presentations

A few attempts at
participation with a
progression to be
more involved as the
semester progresses.
A clear improvement
and attempt at
improving
presentation skills

Always participates
and showed an
exceeding
improvement from
the beginning to end
of semester in
participation and
presentation skills

Overall Expanded
Knowledge

Showed little to no
improvement

Some improvement
and visible difference
from star to end of
semester

Expanded knowledge
was recognized and
demonstrated by
student in various
ways

5 projects at the
different scales

Not all requirements
of projects completed
and not all on time.
No real explorations
of new techniques.
Was distracted and
not participating in
class time.

Minimum
requirements met
and projects
completed on time.
Some explorations of
new techniques.
Studio time was
mostly spent focused
and attempted
participation.

All projects
completed on time
and went beyond
requirements.
Active in class time
and participation.
Tried various new
skills and techniques.

Final Curation of all
projects

Some of the
deliverables and little
preparation for final
presentation. Only
small improvements
from semester
projects to
incorporate to a final
project.

All deliverables and
some preparation for
final presentation.
Noticeable
improvements and
attempted to curate
projects to work
together.

More than what was
asked for presented
at final review.
Extremely prepared
for presentation. Very
clear difference and
improvement in 5
projects to make a
fully curated and
comprehensive
project.
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